Description
Fire Protection Products’ plated steel hinged wall plate has been designed to offer aesthetically pleasing concealment of pipe penetrations through walls. Utilizing two piece hinged construction allows for easy installation and closure around pipe diameters from ½” IPS to 10” IPS. Centering springs are used for “automatic” alignment and a secure installation on the pipe. A simple clasp allows for the wall plate to stay in place. Available in chrome finish. Caution: May not provide proper sealing to provide fire wall or smoke penetration ratings. An approved fire stop material should be used for this purpose.

Installation
Installation of the wall plate occurs after installation of piping materials and appropriate fire stop materials (if required) has occurred. Simply open the wall plate, install around piping and close, making sure to secure the two halves with the clasp. The wall plate will “automatically” center itself on the pipe. No tools are required for proper installation.

Specifications
Type:
Steel hinged w/springs

Material:
.046” cold rolled steel

Finish:
Chrome

Available sizes:
½” thru 10” IPS